Babel Participate in the Education Campaign the
World
And Evaluate a Variety of Activities
Tammuz organization Social Development had held and in cooperation with the network of the future
Iraqi democracy and to support Iraqi Alliance Global Campaign for Education, a variety of activities in
the Babil province, during the period 20-28 April, and advocacy of the Global Campaign for Education.
Has been to revive the great lesson in the effectiveness of the two schools from the city of Babylon, one
of the other primary schools and vocational schools have been effective during the definition of
students and teachers the global campaign for education and the role of the Iraqi coalition for
organizations in advocacy, and read the stories of the book which tells the great stories of celebrities
and their support for education, such as Wilson Mandela and Queen Rania and others were also raised
by the campaign posters and the students glued to the wall of those schools.
This effectiveness is the effectiveness of central and common to all the nations of the world which
contribute to this campaign was held the same date, 22 of April, in thousands of schools in the world.
Crossed the school and students expressed their thanks to the interest of the theme of education and
stressed their support for the campaign, noting the main problems facing the education and work.

As teams of volunteers active youth organization in July of Babel and the distribution of posters pasted
the campaign and in many parts of the city of Babylon, especially the popular areas and Kalaswaq trade
was the main street and through the distribution of posters to meet with citizens and take their views the
importance of education and gain their support for the campaign with a collection of some of the
suggestions they have displayed of literacy and educational development.
On the other hand, the July and set up a network of the future / Office of Babylon in the April 27
workshop and special education, global education campaign and the organizations we work hard to
wipe out illiteracy in Iraq and the development of education in particular and there is a universal and
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popular support for these efforts was to make recommendations during the workshop and will be hubs
for later and directly with government agencies and decision-makers involved in education.

Comes of these activities as a voluntary coalition of Iraqi civil society organizations, advocacy of the
Global Campaign for Education, the opposite of success in Iraq, as adopted by our organization and
network of the future and our alliance with other organizations set up in dozens of diverse activities
throughout Iraq for the purpose of education and the development of means and at all levels, both with
respect to continuing for or for students who drop out and return them to schools or adult education and
illiteracy, as well as scientific personnel dealing with these important segments of our people and the
evolution of scientific and educational build a new democratic Iraq.
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